DEDICATED
INTERNET ACCESS

Most businesses live and die with the Internet and can’t afford to have an unreliable or underperforming
connection. When businesses connect with a shared Internet service they risk congestion, slow speeds,
outages, unpredictability and security issues.
With Horizon DIA, business partners receive dedicated access to the Internet with best-in-class
performance, reliability and security. You’ll gain peace of mind knowing you have guaranteed scalable
bandwidth with the highest uptime percentage in the industry.

Why Choose Horizon for DIA?

You’ll have one of the newest, state-of-the-art fiber networks; led by a local team that
has been trusted for 125 years to supply quality customer care to all partners.
Horizon DIA is enterprise-grade, scalable, flexible and fast.
Horizon’s network is resilient. Built with ringed technology for redundancy, providing
ultimate reliability.
Our Network Operations Center (NOC) is located and staffed in Columbus, OH,
providing 24/7/365 monitored support.

Dedicated
Internet Access
Your local
connection.

Our team has decades of experience customizing and building customer solutions that
are scalable to fit not only today’s needs, but tomorrow’s as well.

We make business personal, helping you do what you do, better.
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DIA Features and
Specifications
Speeds: 5Mbps, 10 Mbps, 20 Mbps, 30 Mbps,
40 Mbps, 50 Mbps, 100 Mbps, 200 Mbps,
300 Mbps, 400 Mbps, 500 Mbps, 1Gbps, 2 Gbps,
5Gbps, and 10 Gbps
Multi-site connectivity – DIA can be connected to
multiple sites for current and future locations.
10/100Mbps, 1Gbps and 10Gbps Ports
Carrier-Class Service Level Agreements (SLAs)
for service availability.
Fiber on-net or partner off-net access
Standard network security, including temporary
IP filtering on null routes, and limited ACL filtering
upon request.

Internet

Flexible billing with flat and aggregate options
Columbus NOC monitoring your services
24/7/365. Issues are identified quickly and
notification happens within minutes.

Where Is Horizon?
Offices headquartered in Central Ohio in
Columbus and Chillicothe
More than 4,500 miles of route fiber in 40 counties
across southern and eastern Ohio, the Columbus
and Indianapolis metropolitan markets, and parts of
West Virginia and Pennsylvania
Serving anchor institutions including hospital
systems, universities and school districts
NNI or Data Centers available in Columbus,
Indianapolis, Wheeling, Pittsburgh and Chicago

Optional demarcation extensions to multiple locations

Contact your Horizon Account Executive for more information.
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